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Outline

• Overview of data processing in SBN
• Software challenges for the experiments
• WireCell usage and areas for improvement

• Notes: 
- trying to avoid too much overlap with other talks, leads to a technical talk
- bias towards ICARUS due to personal involvement and coverage at this meeting
- but requirement of SBN joint analyses imply that most methods will have to be shared
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Computing challenges for the SBN experiments

• Processing and storing of large data sets

• Production of detector systematic samples

• Simulation of cosmic ray background and noise => data overlays
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Release integration and CI monitoring
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slides credit: S. Seo
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Detsim and Stage0 breakdown
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Detsim is ~100% WireCell

Stage0 is ~50% WireCell
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Running the jobs
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https://indico.fnal.gov/event/57914/contributions/260764/attachments/164436/218111/scidac-parallal-larsoft-mt-wrkshp.pdf

see also Barnali’s talk this morning — here focus on the other side of the coin

“1D” signal processing chain fully multithreaded in production: additional cores requested because of memory usage do not sit idle.
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Computing challenges for the SBN experiments

• Processing and storing of large data sets

• Production of detector systematic samples

• Simulation of cosmic ray background and noise => data overlays
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Computing challenges for the SBN experiments

• Processing and storing of large data sets

• Production of detector systematic samples

• Simulation of cosmic ray background and noise => data overlays
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WireCell usage and areas for improvement

• The following is a list of ideas/needs of improved usage of WireCell tools in 
SBN. Apologies if any of them sounds trivial to experts!
- Improved WireCell 2D ROI finding for warm electronics detector?
• interesting discussions yesterday, the perspective of using AI/ML for ROI finding is attractive

- Jsonnet configuration import&replacement for detector variations?
• may be a limitation of the fhicl-Jsonnet interplay?

- Input/ideas for detector systematics?
• non-reweightable, huge production efforts

- Optimization of WireCell modules?
• Turning on multi-threading and other speedups?
• Further reduce memory footprint?
- Are already limited by I/O reads/writes? 2D deconvolution memory usage was already reduced by ~2x. 

thanks to Haiwang and the WireCell team for the prompt help!
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Conclusions

• Processing of large data sets in SBN presents significant challenges
• Work is ongoing to bring the software to a steady state for full SBN results
• WireCell is integral part of the SBN software and we look forward to continue 

working together towards the improvements needed to reach the SBN goals
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